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Abstract 

Having an overall look at the major domestic music apps like QQ Music, Cloud Music and 
Xiami Music, it is not uncommon to see that Chinese translations of English songs usually 
prevail over English translations of Chinese songs, the latter, unfortunately, even hardly 
seen. As a consequence, the academic research into the latter field is rather few. How 
about the quality of existing domestic C-E song lyrics translation? What are the reasons 
behind its success or failure? Has it met the need of “Chinese culture going global”? If not, 
what problems has it been faced with and how to address them? These questions have 
not yet been given an answer in academic community. This paper, by having an analysis 
of English translation of the Chinese popular song Fading Fireworks (烟花易冷) from the 
perspective of linguistics (including phonetics, semantics, and pragmatics) and cross-
cultural communication, is aimed at casting light into these unanswered questions. After 
researching, this paper comes down to the following findings. In terms of linguistics, 
Chinese comparatively professional translators can deal with semantics and pragmatics 
well but not so good with phonetics. In terms of spreading Chinese culture, they have a 
relevantly nice performance but there still remains room for improvement. The success 
may be attributed to the precise understanding of original words, sentences, and hidden 
meanings, as well as excellent awareness of cross-cultural communication. The 
dissatisfying aspect may be a result of limits of different ways of pronunciation in 
Chinese and English, and the special demand to match lyrics with melody.  To enhance 
the quality of C-E song lyrics translation, this paper also proposes several suggestions. 
First, deletion, addition or transformation of certain words to adapt the syllables at the 
expense of not-that-important lexical precision is a necessity. Second, changing the 
sequence of words to match the stress of words with the melody without destroying 
grammar can sometimes have a surprising effect. Third, translators should learn more 
about the knowledge of rules of English poems and lyrics so that their translations could 
be more reader/ listener-friendly. 
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1. Introduction 

Lyrics, an inseparable property of a song, usually have terse and moderate-length lines with 
one or more rhymes, sometimes meanings of them uneasy to fully understand for cultural 
reasons. Considered in this way, they are to some extent akin to poems. Due to the widely-
agreed untranslatability of poems, song lyrics also find themselves hard to be rendered. 
Difficult as it is, the translation of lyrics has its unique significance since appropriate or even 
beautiful translated lyrics can undoubtedly add to the musical aesthetics of a song. Moreover, 
it also plays a crucial role in cross-cultural communication, because the quality of lyrics 
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translation could in a certain way affect the popularity of the song in target audience. In this 
paper, the aim is to study the effect of English translation of the Chinese song through the 
analysis of linguistics and cross-cultural communication.  

1.1. Object of the Study 

As is commonly found in today’s domestic music applications, English translation of Chinese 
song lyrics is far less than Chinese translation of English songs, thus there lacks a systematic 
field where translation rules are established, standards of appreciation are mature and 
academic research into them are abundant. This study has the purpose of giving an analysis of 
the current quality of C-E song lyrics translation through an example of Fading Fireworks, 
proposing some suggestions for later practice in this field, and adding to the current relatively 
few researches in C-E song lyrics translation. 

1.2. Significance of the Study 

Previous studies have done enormous works in E-C song lyrics translation or folk song 
translation. Most of them analyse the translation from the perspective of Skopos Theory and 
aesthetic appreciation, focusing on relatively large context. This paper, however, draws its 
attention to C-E song lyrics translation from the micro-perspective of linguistics and macro-
perspective of cross-cultural communication. Against the backdrop of “Chinese culture going 
global”, research into the export condition of our Chinese culture,in which translation plays 
quite a crucial role, is of great significance. 

2. Literature Review 

In recent years, song lyrics translation has received great attention. The perspectives of all the 
related research in China can generally be divided into four categories: Skopos Theory, 
functional equivalence, and cross-cultural communication. 

2.1. Skopos Theory 

According to Katharina Reiss[1], a German scholar, the functional feature of translation should 
be prioritized if the translation has a particular purpose or target audience. Later, her student 
Hans Vermeer developed her idea and proposed the famous Skopos Theory. It stresses that 
translation is a purpose-oriented activity, which means the purpose and target audience must 
be laid emphasis on in the process of translation. This theory is known for its skopos rule which 
is comprised of basic purpose, communicative purpose, and special purpose.  

This theory laid foundation and provided a new angle of view for many researches later. For 
example, Li Cheng[2] has argued in his paper that the purpose of lyrics translation is to acquire 
the same effect of song when it is sung in a foreign language as it is sung in the original language. 
The translation should serve both auditory and oral functions. Li Qiong[3] holds the view that 
Skopos theory enables translators to give full play to their subjectivity on the basis of respecting 
the original works, fully understanding and grasping the original works. It also enables 
translators to choose translation strategies based on the functions and purposes of the 
translated works and their own cultural and aesthetic consciousness. 

2.2. Functional Equivalence 

According to the functional equivalence theory by Nida[4], translation is the reproduction of 
the source language's information from semantic to stylistic in the most appropriate, natural 
and equivalent language. This theory has a great influence on the practical translation and 
academic research.  
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2.3. Cross-cultural Communication 

Viewing song lyrics translation as cross-cultural behavior is rather new in academic community. 
But considering the fact that translation in itself is a kind of communication between two 
languages and cultures, this innovative perspective is bound to bring light to current translation 
studies. Yao Guoshu[5] argues in his paper that for those who listen to a translated song for the 
first time, they tend to pay more attention to the background or the cultural elements in the 
song, which means culture-bore translation plays a vital role in the success of a translated song. 

3. Analysis 

3.1. Background Analysis 

3.1.1. Song Introduction 

The song itself tells a heart-breaking love story full of Chinese characteristics set in the wartime 
of Wei dynasty(386A.D.-543A.D.). A soldier was asked to participate in a battle but after several 
years of fight, he was defeated. Knowing that his country was controlled by another emperor, 
he had no choice but to hide in a monastery as a monk. However, what he didn’t know was that 
his girlfriend kept waiting for him since his leaving, standing at the gate of the village expecting 
for him day by day. Nevertheless, years of waiting exchanged for nothing but her endless tears. 
Eventually, she passed away in great disappointment. After hearing the story about his 
girlfriend, the man indulged himself in pain, missing her every day, which violated the rules of 
being a monk.  

The Chinese characteristic is not only represented in the touching story, but in the lyric itself. 
Some words are culture-loaded, which can only be understood in specific background; the 
rhymes of the lyric, quite similar to Chinese poems, are easy to invoke a sense of sadness…… 
The paper will have a look at how the translation conveys such Chinese-style culture and 
whether it is successful. 

3.1.2. Research Method Introduction 

According to Skopos theory, there are three purposes of translation: basic purpose, 
communicative purpose, and special purpose. this paper regards singability for singers as the 
basic purpose(which is called singer-facing in the following text), understanding and resonance 
of foreign listeners as the communicative goal(which is named as hearer-facing in the following 
text), and spread of Chinese culture as the special objective(which is regarded as culture-facing 
in the following text). This paper will take these three objects as criteria and thoroughly 
compare and analyse the the translated version and the original Chinese lyrics from linguistic 
and cross-cultural perspective. 

3.2. Phonetic Analysis 

Phonetics is defined as the study of the phonic medium of language. In all the three branches of 
phonetics, there are two types in relation with our study——articulatory phonetics and 
auditory phonetics. The former one studies the sounds from the speaker’s point of view, i.e. 
how a speaker uses his speech organs to articulate the sounds. The latter one looks at the 
sounds from the hearer’s point of view, i.e. how the sounds are perceived by the hearer. 

3.2.1. Singer-Facing Phonetics 

The basic purpose of lyric translation is to facilitate a singer to sing in a foreign language. If the 
translation serves little this sort of function or even hampers the singer’s performance, it is 
definitely not a good translation. Specifically, there is a point needed notice—— the high pitch 
of the sound and the pronunciation of the word at the end of a line. It would be better to use 
open vowels where high pitch appears in order to facilitate the singer’s performance and 
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convey the meaning more clearly. [6] It is hard for a singer to articulate a high pitch in close 
vowels or consonants.  

 

Table 1. Comparison between original text and translated text 

Original text Translated text 

繁华声 遁入空门 折煞了世人 

梦偏冷 辗转一生 情债又几本 

如你默认 生死枯等 

枯等一圈又一圈的年轮 

浮图塔 断了几层 断了谁的魂 

痛直奔 一盏残灯 倾塌的山门 

容我再等 历史转身 

等酒香醇 等你弹一曲古筝 

雨纷纷 旧故里草木深 

我听闻 你始终一个人 

斑驳的城门 盘踞着老树根 

石板上回荡的是再等 

雨纷纷 旧故里草木深 

我听闻 你仍守着孤城 

城郊牧笛声 落在那座野村 

缘份落地生根是我们 

听青春 迎来笑声 羡煞许多人 

那史册 温柔不肯 下笔都太狠 

烟花易冷 人事易分 

而你在问 我是否还认真 

千年后 累世情深 还有谁在等 

而青史 岂能不真 魏书洛阳城 

如你在跟 前世过门 

跟着红尘 跟随我浪迹一生 

Visions of splendor waned in the tranquil temple 
How chilly dreams could be to ordinary mortals 

You kept waiting, albeit futile 
Years after years, on a painful cycle 

In the empty temple, song of love would echo 
the ruined gate cast a painful shadow 
Wished we could go against the flow 

Pluck the strings and drink to drown our sorrows 
In drizzle, grass strewed the path to home 

You always sat alone in the gloam 
Outside the ruined gate, trees took root in clay loam 

For whom the bell started to toll 
In drizzle, grass strewed the path to home 

You endured loneliness, growing old 
The shepherd afar sang the stories untold 

The land here would retain our souls 
Youthful joy withered away day by weary day 

History saw the lips betraying and the life betrayed 
Fireworks would fade, crowd wouldn’t stay 

Did I cling to the promise I had made 
Years later, the words of love then spoken decayed 

Checkered history of this lost city ebbed away 
Held tight my hands along the way 

Against all odds, until our hair turned gray 

 

Example 1 

Original text: 雨纷纷 旧故里草木深 

我听闻 你始终一个人  

斑驳的城门 盘踞着老树根 

Translated text:In drizzle, grass strewed the path to home 

You always sat alone in the gloam 

Outside the ruined gate, trees took root in clay loam 

In the original song, the three characters underlined are all high pitched. In the translated 
version, each sentence is ended with the diphthong( considering that the actual consonant is 
voiceless), which is not only convenient for singers to articulate a high pitch but also well 
corresponds to the sad artistic conception. Judged by this example, the translation is singer-
friendly. 

3.2.2. Hearer-Facing Phonetics 

As is mentioned above, the communicative purpose of lyric translation is to ensure that the 
foreigners have the same feeling when listening to the song as that held by domestic hearers. 
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In other words, the auditory effect of the song sung in two different languages should be similar 
as much as possible.  

 

Table 2. Comparison between the number of characters and syllables of each line 

Characters Syllables 

12 
12 
8 

10 
12 
12 
8 

11 
9 
9 

11 
9 
9 
9 

11 
9 

12 
12 
8 

10 
12 
12 
8 

11 

12 
12 
8 
9 

12 
9 
8 

10 
9 
8 

11 
8 
9 
9 

11 
8 

12 
14 
8 

10 
12 
13 
8 

10 
 

 

The figure of the above table can be further categorized into the following table. 

This may include two aspects. First, owing to the different manners of articulation, it is usually 
recognized that in the music field, one Chinese character should correspond with one syllable 
in English. Second, the stress of translated words should be parallel to the pitches of the song, 
which means notional words or the important words that author wants to underline must be 
placed where high pitch appears. 

In terms of the first situation, the number of characters must be the same with that of syllables 
so that the translated song can remain the same rate with the original one, giving listeners 
neither a sense of hurry nor slowness. If not the same or similar, the link-together 
pronunciation or unnecessary pause would be detrimental to the original beauty. The following 
table shows the comparison between the number of original characters and that of translated 
syllables. 

 

Table 3. Further analysis of figures of characters and syllables 

Margin Number Percentage 

0 15 62.5% 

1 7 29.1% 

2 1 4.2% 

3 1 4.2% 
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As is shown vividly in the table 3.3, 15 pairs of English and Chinese lines are corresponding 
with each other in terms of characters and syllables. 29.1% of total lines have margin of one 
syllable or character. The percentage of margin over one is rather small——only 8.4%. It can 
be concluded that translators have done well in the work of characters of syllables, but there 
still remains rooms for improvement. 

In terms of the second situation, the stress of words and the stress of melody should be a thing 
translators bear in mind. Look at the following example. 

Example 2 

Original text: 雨纷纷 旧故里草木深  

我听闻 你始终一个人 

Translated text: In drizzle, grass strewed the path to home 

You always sat alone in the gloam 

The stress of the melody of these two lines lie in the first character of each sentence——“雨”and 

“我”. However, the translated version, if the original melody is preserved, will pose unnecessary 
awkwardness to listeners. The preposition “in”, a functional word, should not be underlined in 
most occasions. The same rule applies to the personal pronoun“you”, unless certain particular 
purpose is hidden. Considering the fact that song is not an written form of art, whose beauty is 
mostly and finally realized in hearing, stress must be dealt with carefully in translation because 
some unimportant words, if placed in significant position highlighted by stress of the melody, 
although not being the translator’s initial intention, can sometimes cause misunderstanding 
among listeners. So when translating Chinese lyrics, this point must be put emphasis on. 

3.3. Semantic Analysis 

Semantics is the study of meaning. According to the linguist Leech, semantics can be divided 
into conceptual meaning, or cognitive meaning (the most fundamental meaning) and 
associative meaning (including social, affective, reflected, collocative, and themantic meaning). 
Inspired by his classification method, the paper looks at the words of this translated piece of 
lyrics in conceptual and associative point of view. 

3.3.1. Conceptual Meaning 

Conceptual meaning is a bit akin to the principle of naming theory proposed by the ancient 
Greek scholar Plato. According to this theory, the linguistic forms or symbols, in other words, 
the words used in a language are simply labels of the objects they stand for. However, this 
theory applies only to concrete nouns. 

Example3 

Original text: 繁华声 遁入空门 折煞了世人 

Translated text: Visions of splendor waned in the tranquil temple 

In Chinese culture, “空门” refers to temple or the state of being a monk or a nun, moving away 
from worldly affairs. The “tranquil temple” in the translation correctly transmits this layer of 
meaning. After looking at other nouns in translation, the paper finds out that translators can 
precisely render the meanings of Chinese culture-borne nouns, which to some extent boost the 
culture spread. 

3.3.2. Associative Meaning 

Associative meaning requires translators to take the hidden meaning of words fully into 
consideration. Sometimes, the context, both linguistic and cultural, should be studied. 

Example 4 

Original text: 枯等一圈又一圈的年轮 

Translated text: Years after years, on a painful cycle 
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The “年轮” here dose not refers to the “growth ring” of trees in real terms, but instead used as 
a metaphor to indicate the long time that the girl had spent waiting for her boyfriend. In 
translation, “ painful cycle” appropriately stresses such meaning, and is a bit indicative of 
Buddhism that believes circles of life, a religion popular in ancient China. 

The success of translation of this word and many others may be attributed to the translators’ 
good understanding of Chinese culture. What’s more, the addition of “painful” shows the 
subjectivity of translators. When translators are confronted with culture-related words, their 
role of subjectivity is quite significant. To some degree, the subjectivity decides the translation 
methods adopted—— foreignizing translation or domesticating translation. To introduce 
Chinese culture, the first method should be considered, while excessive foreignization at the 
expense of cross-cultural misunderstanding among audience would backfire. Therefore, having 
an appropriate degree in translation—— a cross-cultural behavior is of great importance. 

3.4. Pragmatic Analysis 

Pragmatics is the study of how speakers of a language use sentences to affect successful 
communication. The communication process involves the following elements: the context of 
the communication, the participants, the messages being communicated, the channels through 
which the communication occurs, the presence or absence of “noise”, and verbal and nonverbal 
responses known as feedback. It is quite like the process of code switching. Translators need to 
pay attention to the cultural context, the meanings of original lyrics, and the possible 
misunderstandings occurring in the receiving end. In this process, two methods are employed 
by translators, i.e. “free translation” and “translation+adaptation”. 

3.4.1. Free Translation 

Free translation refers to a translation way that conforms to the original main idea but not 
literal translation. Such method requires translators to grasp correctly the original meaning 
and convey it in another language. 

Example 5 

Original text: 痛直奔 一盏残灯 倾塌的山门 

Translated text: the ruined gate cast a painful shadow 

The source lyrics is against the context that after knowing the girl’s long-waiting for him, the 
monk falls into great pain. Aware of this circumstance, the translators use “ a painful shadow” 
to illustrate an image of lonely, depressed and heart-breaking male character, and “ the ruined 
gate”, although not completely conforms to the original meaning of the gate of mountain, well 
adds to the sorrowful atmosphere. 

3.4.2. Translation+Adaptation 

Translation+adaption is a unique method used in lyrics translation in order to match the 
translation text with melody. It means translators sometimes need to add, delete, or rewrite the 
original lyrics without damaging the artistic conception. It’s a demanding task, but worthwhile 
to do so if the special(culture) objective is to be achieved. 

Example 6 

Original text: 缘分落地生根是我们 

Translated text: The land here would retain our souls 

Careful observance of two versions reveal that “缘分”“落地生根”are omitted in translated text, 
with the maintenance of “land” and “our” and addition of “souls”. Such method is a 
demonstration of “ translation+adaptation”. Adapting the original meaning to the acceptable 
range of audience’ cognition is an excellent way in cross-cultural communication. 
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4. Conclusion 

4.1. Major Findings of the Study 

By gaining an insight into the English translation of the Chinese song Fading Fireworks from 
linguistic perspective, this paper finds out that translators have a relatively excellent 
performance in terms of semantics and pragmatics. They can precisely understand the hidden 
meaning of certain Chinese-style words and then convey both the conceptual and associative 
meaning. This could help Chinese culture better understood by foreigners. 

However, in terms of phonetics, the quality of translation is not that pleasant. The discrepancy 
between the number of Chinese characters and English syllable make it hard for singers to sing 
and listeners to appreciate. Furthermore, in the aspect of stress of words and melody,  much 
more balance should be struck.  

4.2. Suggestions Proposed by the Study 

There are three suggestions for lyric translators. First, deletion or addition of certain words to 
adapt the syllables is a necessity. Just as Elena Gritsenko and Evgeniya Aleshinskaya [7] argue 
in their paper, translation of song lyrics has never been about lexical precision, conveyance of 
meaning and artistic conception matters most. Second, changing the order of words with the 
purpose of matching words and melody is also something translators ought to bear in mind. By 
doing so, translators could play their roles to a larger extent, and thus better conveying the 
beauty of Chinese song lyrics to the world. Third, translators, as the bride connecting two 
cultures, ought to learn more about the rules of English poems and lyrics. 

4.3. Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of this paper lie in two aspects. First, the study material is not abundant. With 
only one translated version of a Chinese popular song, the conclusion may be not that 
convincing and the appraisal of the whole situation of domestic C-E lyric translation may also 
be immature. Second, with only linguistic and cultural perspective involved, the research done 
on lyrics can be a bit narrow. If theory in music is jointed, the findings can be more diverse. 
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